
User Manual for Lansenxi LS11
Foldable WiFi FPV Drone with 4K HD

Dual Camera & Remote Control



Specifications
- Model: LS11
- Remote controller: 2.4GHz WiFi, smartphone
- Control distance: up to 100m (using RC)
- Cameras: 4K HD front and bottom
- Field of view: 120 degrees (wide-angle)
- Motor: 816 core-less
- Drone battery: 1800mAh 3.7V
- Flying time: from 18 to 25 minutes
- Remote controller battery: 3x AA 1.5V batteries (not included)
- Charging time: about 90 minutes
- Drone size(folded): 14cm x 15cm x 6cm
- Drone size(unfolded): 22cm x 25cm x 6cm



1. On/Off
2. Switch
3. High-speed gear
4. Hands-free mode
5. Throttle control
6. Take-off button
7. Landing button

8. Rolling button
9. Right fine-tuning
10.Left fine-tuning
11. Direction control
12.Forward fine-tuning
13.Back fine-tuning



Batteries installation
To install the batteries to the remote controller open the battery cover on the

back of the remote. Insert three 1.5V AA batteries in accordance with the instructions
on the battery box.

To battery of the drone is rechargeable so follow the next steps to charge it
correctly:

1) Insert the included USB cable into the USB port of the computer or power
adapter (not included) and the indicator will light up.

2) Remove the battery from the drone and connect the battery plug to the USB
charging cable.

3) The indicator on the battery will light up and it will turn off when the battery is
charged.



The operation and control of the drone

The left analog controls the rising and falling of the drone and also turning the
drone left and right.

The right analog controls moving the drone forward and backward and also
flying to the right and to the left.

There are two speeds of flying: low level (30%) and high level (100%). You
can change the flying speed mode using the switch button.


